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ABSTRACT

Application system flow of oil is one of the efforts to produce data accurate, timely, and up to date. So that each can support decision making properly, quickly and with the strategic system that is integrated from the start location, the unit until the office momentum. With the data that fast, precise and accurate, is expected to improve the performance of the company. This application is built using ASP.NET that tediri of the data revenues for the maintenance of oil revenues that data entry, data delivery for the maintenance of oil out data, sales data for the maintenance of oil sales data, stock data akhi for the maintenance end of the oil stock data so that it produces reporting of oil flow in the location (Installation / Depot / TT / Depot) and marketing unit that contains the product movement data from the initial stock, receiving, shipping / delivery, sales up to the profit / loss of work in process and reported periodically (10 daily and monthly) and expressed in units of liter0, liter15 and barel60.

The benefits that can flow from the oil application system is ease of monitoring the movement of oil flow online so that the company is expected to improve performance.
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